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Three-dimensional optical metrology with color-coded
extended depth of focus
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A novel method of rapid three-dimensional optical metrology that is based on triangulation of a configuration
of color-coded light stripes is presented. The method exploits polychromatic illumination and a combined
diffractive–refractive element, so the incident light is focused upon a stripe that is axially dispersed, greatly
increasing the depth-measuring range without any decrease in the axial or the lateral resolution. The
discrimination of each color stripe is further improved by spectral coding and decoding techniques. An
18-fold increase in the depth of focus was experimentally obtained while diffraction-limited light stripes were
completely maintained.  1999 Optical Society of America
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The increasing need for noncontact three-dimensional
(3-D) profile measurements has already led to the de-
velopment of several electro-optic measuring systems1

based on structured light triangulation. The sim-
plest of these systems projects a single point of light
from the source onto the surface of a 3-D object. The
single-point triangulation approach is relatively inex-
pensive and capable of high resolution. However, the
measurement of 3-D surfaces involves lengthy time-
consuming axial and lateral scanning, which is often
impractical. A more-complicated system involves the
projection of a light stripe onto the surface of the object
and a two-dimensional detector array. In this system,
only one lateral scan in the direction perpendicular to
the stripe is needed, thereby reducing the overall mea-
surement time.2

A further decrease in measurement time is possible
if one resorts to lenses of relatively low numerical aper-
ture, which have a longer depth of focus, so that there
is no need for axial scanning. Here, the lateral reso-
lution decreases because of the inherent increase of
the size of the light spot on the surface. It is possible
to determine the center of the spot with much higher
accuracy than the spot size by use of complicated nu-
merical techniques.3 Such techniques can reasonably
overcome errors that are due to statistical noises, such
as shot noise, CCD amplifier noise, and errors owing to
CCD pixel response nonuniformity and quantization.
However, these techniques are very sensitive to sys-
tematic noises such as local changes in the ref lectivity
or the shape of the object (e.g., a short radius of curva-
ture cannot be adequately dealt with).

For a single-point triangulation approach it is pos-
sible to use aspherical optical elements, such as axi-
con4,5 or axilens,6 that have both high resolution and
long focal depth. Such aspherical elements have two
main problems. First, the peak-to-background ratio
(PBR) is relatively low compared with those of conven-
tional diffraction-limited lenses. Second, the principle
of operation of aspherical elements relies greatly on the
singularity of the optical axis in a circular symmetry
0146-9592/99/070439-03$15.00/0
and thus cannot be generalized to a light stripe with
a long depth of focus. In particular, with light-stripe
geometry, unacceptable high sidelobes would result.

In this Letter we present a novel approach to light-
stripe triangulation configuration that allows paral-
lel, fast, real-time 3-D surface metrology with a large
depth-measuring range and high axial and lateral
resolution. The method is based on a color-coded ar-
rangement that exploits polychromatic illumination
and a cylindrical element that disperses the inci-
dent light along the axis, which increases the depth-
measuring range without any decrease in the axial or
the lateral resolution. For the cylindrical element we
investigated a combined diffractive–refractive optical
element in which many light stripes, each of a differ-
ent wavelength, are simultaneously focused at differ-
ent focal lengths, forming a rainbow light sheet. We
also investigated a color-decoding technique in which
a spectral filter matched in parallel with the entire
wavelength distribution of the light sheet is incorpo-
rated into the detection part of the system. This tech-
nique allowed us to increase significantly the depth
of focus while maintaining a diffraction-limited stripe
width with extremely small sidelobes, comparable with
those of conventional refractive lenses.

The principle of our color-coded approach is shown in
Fig. 1. The polychromatic light source can be either a
white-light source or an ultrashort pulsed laser that
produces relatively a large spectral bandwidth. A col-
limating lens forms plane waves that are then focused
by axially dispersing optics (ADO), such as a cylindrical
diffractive optical element or a combined diffractive–
refractive optical element. The ADO forms a rainbow
light sheet that consists of light stripes of different
wavelengths at different distances from the lens. An
object whose depth is smaller than the rainbow focal
depth, DF , intersects the rainbow light sheet, and the
intersection profile of the object is then imaged with
an off-axis configuration (at an angle u from the illu-
mination optical axis) to a two-dimensional array CCD
detector. We process the detected data by computer to
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Fig. 1. Color-coded light-stripe triangulation system.

obtain the profile in virtually real time. After a line
is detected, a computer-controlled stepper motor shifts
the object to obtain another line, and so on, until a com-
plete 3-D profile of the object is obtained. Although
the rainbow light sheet is composed of thin stripes
(limited by the diffraction) of the individually focused
wavelengths, each stripe is surrounded by background
light of other wavelengths. Thus, the detected profile
is relatively broad. We can signif icantly narrow this
profile by suppressing the background light and allow-
ing only light of the proper (focused) wavelength to be
detected at each object depth. This light selection is
achieved by insertion of an interference filter whose
transmitted wavelength is spatially nonuniform into
the detection path. With such a variable-wavelength
filter (VWF) optimal performance is obtained when
the spread and the specific wavelength location match
those of the light from the ADO. When the match
is exact, it is possible to obtain diffraction-limited
resolution over the entire depth of focus without any
scanning.

To test our approach we designed and built a
color-coded triangulation arrangement. For the illu-
mination source we used a 75-W xenon-arc lamp with a
continuous spectrum ranging from 400 to 700 nm and
used heat-absorbing glass to reduce the IR radiation.
The light emerging from the lamp was focused by a
parabolic mirror onto a slit whose aperture was 40 mm,
from which it was collected and formed into a rainbow
light sheet with a 2-f configuration of lenses. The
first lens in the 2-f configuration was an achromatic
lens with a 500-mm focal length, and the second lens
was the ADO. The ADO was combination of a cylin-
drical refractive lens with focal length fr  496 mm
and an adjacent quadratic-phase diffractive cylindri-
cal lens with focal length fd  1040 mm, both at l0 
529 nm. The diffractive lens was recorded by use of
a computer-generated mask, photolithographic tech-
niques, and reactive-ion etching to form a 16-binary-
level element on a fused-silica substrate.7 The
combined ADO lens configuration had an aperture of
diameter D  9 mm and was designed to have an ap-
proximately linear dispersion so that it would match
exactly the linear dispersion of the commercially avail-
able VWF (Schott VERIL S 60) that was used. The
measured and the calculated dispersion results for
the ADO are shown in Fig. 2. As is evident, there is
good agreement between the measured and the pre-
dicted results. The measured combined focal length
of the ADO at l0  529 nm was F0  326 mm, and
the rainbow focal depth was DF  48 mm. In com-
parison, the focal depth of a conventional refractive
lens is dF > 4l0F#

2 > 2.7 mm (80% of the maxi-
mal axial intensity) at a similar f -number, F#  36.
Therefore, the enlarging factor of the focal depth, M0,
which is defined as the ratio of the rainbow focal depth
of the ADO, DF , to that of a conventional lens fo-
cal depth, dF , is M0  DFydF > 18. Figure 2 also
shows the measured wavelength transmittance band
and the dispersion of the linear VWF. The horizon-
tal distance between the two solid lines represents the
spectral width of the filter, dl, at each focal-length
position. The VWF discrimination, Mf , is defined
by the number of wavelengths that can be discrimi-
nated. Specif ically, it is the total spectral range,
Dl > 300 nm, divided by the spectral width of the fil-
ter, dl > 15 nm, which yields Mf  Dlydl > 20. The
measured dispersion of the ADO matches the trans-
mittance band of the linear VWF. The optimal filter
parameter Mf

opt can be obtained from the axial resolv-
ing power of the ADO as Mf

opt > M0. Such a value of
Mf

opt yields a sharp image of the object profile, with a
near-diffraction-limited focused linewidth.

To test the experimental arrangement we performed
a series of measurements of a f lat object placed at an
angle so that the entire focal range was included in
the measurements. First, we measured the intensity
cross-section distributions of the ref lected light at the
start, middle, and end of the ADO focal range (z 
299 mm, z  323 mm, and z  347 mm, respectively).
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the measured and the cal-
culated intensity cross sections, respectively.8 These
results show that a diffraction-limited linewidth of

Fig. 2. Measured s1d and calculated (dashed line) disper-
sion of the ADO, combined diffractive–refractive lens, and
the wavelength transmittance band and the dispersion of
the linear variable wavelength filter (solid lines).
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Fig. 3. Measured (a) and calculated (b) intensity cross
sections at three positions along the focal range: dashed
curve, z  299 mm; solid curve, z  323 mm; dashed–
dotted curve, z  347 mm.

Fig. 4. Measured profile of a seashell.

,Dx > 20 mm at FWHM is maintained throughout
the focal range, with good agreement between experi-
ment and theory. These results thus indicate that
near-perfect matching between the ADO and the filter
dispersions was indeed obtained. We also measured
the intensity cross sections of the light stripe along the
focal range without the VWF. The results revealed
that a narrow peak with near-diffraction-limited size is
still obtained throughout the focal region DF but with a
PBR of only 1.5, also in agreement with our calculation.
This PBR sets a limit for the allowed noise level that
can exist in the system without significantly degrading
its accuracy to 50% of the maximal background value.
With a VWF, however, the PBR improves signifi-
cantly to ,15.

For a complete measured profile of the f lat object,
we used an analog CCD with 500 by 700 pixels; each
pixel acquired ,68 mm of the focal range. We also ex-
ploited a centroid (center-of-gravity) algorithm to de-
tect the center of the output light stripe and corrected
optical distortions of the imaging configuration by ap-
propriate calibration. We found that the deviation of
the measured result from the expected linear line is
60.2 pixel error for most of the focal range. This de-
viation corresponds to a lateral and depth resolution
of dx > dz > 13 mm with focal range DF > 48 mm.
Thus, the number of resolving-depth steps is DFydz 
M0dFydz > 3700. We can further improve these re-
sults by resorting to a digital CCD camera with more
pixels and low noise to permit submicrometer resolu-
tion over the extended focal range. Note that with
a conventional triangulation approach (without color
coding and decoding), and a noise level comparable with
that used here, the resolving-depth steps would be only
dFydz > 200.

Finally, in our experiments we used real-time soft-
ware to process the data from the CCD camera and cal-
culate the center of the detected stripes. An entire line
cross section of the object’s profile could be obtained
at a video rate, permitting fully automatic and fast
3-D measurement of the overall surface of a 3-D ob-
ject. Figure 4 is an example of 3-D surface mapping
of a seashell, which was obtained by our color-coded
profilometer, with the VWF, in only ,0.5 s.
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